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TEASER

FADE IN:

EXT. MULHIMA, ARABIA - DAY (FLASHBACK)

DRIFT OVER the mountains to an outstretching land of sand and 
desert.  It extends far towards the makings of a small 
village.  A sign reads ‘Mulhima’ (in Arabic).

Roaring engines fill the air.  A series of stationed 
motorbikes flood in towards the village... 

INT. SANCTUARY, MULHIMA - DAY (FLASHBACK)

A WOMAN (let’s call her MARY) scurries dozens of YOUNG 
CHILDREN through the sanctuary.  Distress paints her face.  

MARY
(translated from Arabic)

Hurry, children.  Run! Run, far 
away and never look back.  I’ll 
come find you when it’s safe. 

PFT! GLASS SHATTERS.  ARROWS pierce through the room. 

Mary scatters over to the window.  She peels the curtain back 
and witnesses the onslaught of approaching LEAGUE OF ASSASSIN 
MEMBERS.  The engines screech to a halt in the BG. 

MARY (CONT’D)
(translated from Arabic)

I pray you let them live. 

The door is thrown off its hinges.  An army of assassins 
enter to find Mary.  She backs away, hands in the air. 

MARY (CONT’D)
(translated from Arabic)

Please don’t hurt me. 

One of the assassins - NICO - approaches Mary. 

NICO
(translated from Arabic)

Where are the children? 

MARY
(translated from Arabic)

Far from you. 

The assassin draws his blade, and holds it to Mary’s throat.  

NICO
(translated from Arabic)

I will not ask again. 

(CONTINUED)



Silence.  Nico maneuvers the blade for better control, then 
SLASHES across an unarmed Mary.  Blood sprays against the 
wall and Mary collapses to her death.  

A hand latches onto the assassin and pulls him around to find 
a HOODED WOMAN.  She removes her guise -- it’s TALIA AL GHUL. 

TALIA AL GHUL
A man who dare strike down a woman 
unfit to protect herself from the 
deep cut of a blade is no man worth 
the honour of carrying one in the 
first place.  

NICO
I’m sorry, Talia. 

TALIA AL GHUL
Keep your apologies for the 
afterlife, Nico. 

Talia buries a blade deep in his abdomen, twists it then 
withdraws.  Nico collapses beside a dead Mary. 

A determined Talia faces her army. 

TALIA AL GHUL (CONT’D)
Find the children. 

The army floods through the sanctuary on a mission. 

EXT. SANCTUARY, MULHIMA - DAY (FLASHBACK)

Terrified screams fill the air.  Fleeing children are pulled 
from their freedom, and stolen away by assassins that chase 
after them.  Every child, kicking and screaming, is tossed 
into the back of a large carrier vehicle.  Taken. 

Descending the steps of the sanctuary, Talia smiles at the 
successful mission with satisfaction. 

JUMP CUT TO:

EXT. MULHIMA, ARABIA - DAY (FLASHBACK)

The large carrier vehicle bustles over the sign, ‘Mulhima.’ 

Surrounding motorbike vehicles with assassins stationed on 
them suddenly tear out of view -- a VIOLENT BLUR rips them 
away, and speeds through each bike with force. 

Tiny hands and hopeful eyes peer out from the boot of the 
carrier vehicle.  Their faces light up with joy. 

YOUNG CHILD
Prometheus. 
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The carrier vehicle lurches, then halts.  The roof rips from 
the vehicle in a violent screech that frees the children, and 
exposes their kidnappers. 

A blur THROWS THE DRIVER from their seat, then ricochets back 
into an escaping Talia.  She collapses into the sand. 

A strong feminine figure emerges from the blur, and positions 
themselves in front of a struggling Talia.  Talia stares up 
with a crooked grin, aroused by the display of power. 

The woman peels back her hood to reveal her face.  It’s LANA. 

LANA
These children are not yours to 
take.  However, the route back from 
wherever you came from is still 
very much available.  

TALIA AL GHUL
It is a disservice to the world for 
a woman to carry so much power, and 
yet choose to isolate herself to a 
small village in the desert.  Why? 

LANA
The world is full of heroes.  This 
village just needs one.  

Talia is brought to unexpected laughter. 

LANA (CONT’D)
What’s so funny? 

TALIA AL GHUL
My father believes that only one
can rise, leaving the rest to fall. 

A SWORD SHATTERS against Lana’s back.  She turns to find the 
shocked assassin, and simply PUSHES HIM BACK.  He is launched 
into the sand with an echoing grunt. 

Lana returns to Talia, appearing more powerful than ever. 

LANA
Do you really think I’m capable of 
falling? 

INT. SAVIOUR FOUNDATION - NIGHT

RED AND BLUE LIGHTS FLASH against the decaying rubble that 
scatters across the remains of the building.  Shadows of 
police officers follow bright beacons from FLASHLIGHTS.  

OFFICER
I found something.  Over here! 
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An officer hovers over a BLOODIED HAND, extending out from a 
large plank of rubble.  He struggles to lift.  

A trio of officers accompany him, and remove the plank.

They unearth a woman.  It’s LANA, covered in blood, pulsating 
green veins, and struggling to breathe.  An image of death. 

LANA
Help... me... please... 

OFF Lana, eyes rolling to the back of her head...

CUT TO BLACK.

END OF TEASER
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ACT ONE

FADE IN:

EXT. GRAVE SITE - DAY

A headstone, in a field of headstones.  ‘Lana Lang, our 
beloved fairy princess and super hero. 1986 - 2016.’ 

ELEANOR ‘NELL’ POTTER, dressed in a long-sleeve black dress, 
approaches the headstone.  She carries an arrangement of 
flowers that she offers to the deceased.  Her niece.  

NELL
I was supposed to protect you. 

Nell wells up.  She clenches the headstone, craving that 
connection with her niece that she’s currently grieving. 

NELL (CONT’D)
I was supposed to, and yet you were 
always the one looking after me.  
You were always the one being 
strong.  So strong.  I always 
admired that about you.  

Nell swipes her tears before they can fall.  This time, it’s 
her turn to be strong for Lana. 

NELL (CONT’D)
I’ve gotten so use to you being 
strong, I never thought I had to 
worry so much.  I never thought 
we’d be here, you know?  This isn’t 
supposed to happen.  It can’t.   

QUICK CUT - Nell hovers over an unconscious Lana in a 
hospital bed.  She brushes Lana’s hair out of her face.

NELL (CONT’D)
I need you to be strong now.  

Nell’s fingers brush over the letters ‘Lana Lang’ on the 
headstone.  She sinks back in pain. 

NELL (CONT’D)
Come back to me... 

And Nell finally lets her tears fall... 

INT. STAR LABS, MEDICAL ROOM - DAY

A weak Lana slowly wakes up.  Gravity eases her head towards 
her bedside where a relieved CHLOE stands.  She offers a 
comforting smile. 
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CHLOE
You have no idea how long I’ve 
waited for you to open your eyes.    

Chloe draws closer, appreciating every moment. 

LANA
(scrambling)

Aunt Nell.  I saw her.  She was 
sad... she was crying.  I saw her. 

CHLOE
I reached out to her.  She rushed 
over here yesterday to visit you.  
But the doctors said you weren’t 
awake.  You saw her?    

LANA
She was... she was standing over my 
grave, Chloe.  I was dead.  I was- 

Lana suddenly takes notice of her surroundings.  She realises 
the dream is closer to reality than she’d have liked. 

CHLOE
We don’t have much time. 

LANA
No.  The bomb... it was laced with 
Kryptonite.  Lex.  He drained it 
before, he can do it again. 

CHLOE
It was too much.  The suit isn’t 
stable anymore.  The only way to 
save you is to remove it. 

Lana’s eyes dance around the room... 

LANA
Where are we? 

CHLOE
We’re at Star Labs.  Look, I know 
you said the process was 
irreversible but I also know you 
were looking for a way to remove it 
last year when you came to Gotham. 

(beat)
Are there any leads we can follow? 

Lana’s eyes flutter.  Everything grows heavy.  The room 
begins to blur, and she can feel herself withering away. 

CHLOE (CONT’D)
Lana?  Lana, please.  I need you to 
stay with me.  
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LANA
Martha. 

CHLOE
What?

LANA
Martha... Kent... 

Lana eases back, then SEIZURES.  MONITORS BEEP and a flood of 
nurses rush in to assist.  

Hands peel Chloe away, and out of the room. 

INT. STAR LABS, WAITING ROOM - DAY

Doors close behind Chloe, stumbling into the room and 
releasing from a NURSE’s guidance.  Her composure instantly 
collapses, and she breaks down in tears. 

NURSE
I’m sorry, ma’am.  We’re doing all 
we can for her right now. 

Chloe straightens, and offers a nod.  The nurse departs.  

A concerned OLIVER arrives in the BG.  His approaching 
footsteps alert Chloe, and the two reunite. 

CHLOE
Oliver! 

Chloe runs to him for comfort.  The two briefly embrace. 

CHLOE (CONT’D)
Thank you for coming.  

OLIVER
Of course.  

CHLOE
Did you find anything? 

OLIVER
I tracked down the doctor.  Edward 
Groll.  He’s the one that fused 
Lana with the suit six years ago.  
He’s gone dark ever since, laying 
low in Hub City. 

CHLOE
No.  I don’t want to chase down a 
lead from six years ago who told us 
the process was irreversible.  

OLIVER
Did you have anything else in mind? 
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CHLOE
Lana mentioned Martha Kent.  Maybe 
she has something on the Prometheus
suit that we’ve overlooked. 

OLIVER
Okay.  Okay, well I’m sure you have 
connections to finding Martha back 
in Gotham.  You pursue your lead, 
and I’ll see if Dr. Groll has 
changed his position on the suit. 

CHLOE
Okay. 

Chloe clings to Oliver when he turns to leave. 

OLIVER
What’s wrong? 

CHLOE
We’re running out of time here, 
so... be as fast as you can. 

OLIVER
She’s my friend too, Chloe. 

A nod, and Chloe let’s him go.  

INT. SAVIOUR FOUNDATION - DAY

The sun illuminates the ruins of the Saviour Foundation, 
secured behind YELLOW POLICE TAPE that blocks it off. 

Stood on the curb, a defeated KATHERINE examines the remains. 

KATHERINE
This was supposed to be my legacy. 

A sigh of disgust, and Katherine turns to find HELENA. 

KATHERINE (CONT’D)
Oh god.  I can’t believe I just 
said those words. 

(beat)
Lana is fighting for her life right 
now and I’m worried about a god 
damn building. 

HELENA
It was more than just a building. 

Helena follows Katherine to a bench where they rest.  Helena 
studies Katherine, as though she were trying to get inside 
her head and figure out what she’s going through. 
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KATHERINE
Kane Industries was my mother’s.  
Being Batwoman was following in 
Batman’s footsteps.  I think the 
only thing I got from my father was 
my taste in women. 

HELENA
I knew he liked me. 

Katherine jabs Helena playfully.  The two share a laugh. 

KATHERINE
The point is this was different. 

The two return their gaze to the remnants of the building. 

KATHERINE (CONT’D)
This was mine.  

Helena’s phone vibrates in her pocket, and she checks it. 

KATHERINE (CONT’D)
Everything okay? 

HELENA
It’s the hospital.  Kate’s finally 
being released. 

And a surge of hope returns to them both. 

INT. WAYNE ENTERPRISES, WEAPONS DIVISION - DAY

Elevator doors open, and Chloe strides into view.  She finds 
a vibrant LUCIUS, stationed by the computer.  He greets her. 

CHLOE
You’re up here bright and early.

LUCIUS
Yes, well technically I have two 
jobs here.  So that means twice as 
many hours, and thankfully, twice 
as much pay. 

CHLOE
Certainly pays to have Bruce Wayne 
as a boss. 

LUCIUS
Unless, of course, you’re Alfred. 

(beat)
What do you need? 

CHLOE
I need to make contact with ARGUS. 
Specifically, Steve Trevor. 
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LUCIUS
Well, you’re in luck. 

Lucius spirals around in his chair to face the computer. 

LUCIUS (CONT’D)
I’ve just finalised the new system. 

CHLOE
Yes.  Bruce was telling me that 
you’d given up on all things 
Watchtower and - like some good old
Fleetwood Mac - went your own way. 

LUCIUS
It’s nothing personal.  Just didn’t 
want to step on any toes.  And 
besides, the Watchtower hasn’t been 
active for-

CHLOE
Lucius?

LUCIUS
Yes? 

CHLOE
You’re stepping on toes. 

LUCIUS
Sorry. 

Lucius types away the computer. 

LUCIUS (CONT’D)
Last year when Bruce almost died 
and the city was getting ambushed 
by Hush, I shut down the system.  
But since Vicki and I decided to 
keep Bruce’s legacy alive, we began 
to rebuild the database.  

A LARGE ICON spins on the screen -- it’s an image of a blue 
eye, encrusted with metallic rings.  BROTHER EYE. 

LUCIUS (CONT’D)
I call it Brother Eye. 

CHLOE
Fascinating. 

LUCIUS
And all I’ve got to do is...

Lucius types ‘Steve Trevor’ into the search engine... 
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ON THE MONITOR: Scrolls of information surface beside an 
image of STEVE TREVOR.  It lists last sighting, occupation, 
location, and contact information.  

CHLOE
Whoa. 

ON THE MONITOR: Footage replays of Steve entering a building.  

LUCIUS
He’s at the Monarch Theatre. 

CHLOE
How did you do you that? 

Lucius turns to Chloe with a widening smile. 

LUCIUS
Yeah, we kind of have our own 
satellite. 

Chloe’s jaw drops in astonishment. 

LUCIUS (CONT’D)
I know. 

CHLOE
Well, look.  I’m going to need 
everyone you can get working on 
this.  We’re not losing a single 
member of this crazy, loveable
family.  Got it? 

LUCIUS
I’ll get Vicki on the phone now. 

Lucius spins over towards the TELEPHONE. 

INT. WAYNE MANSION, BRUCE’S BEDROOM - DAY

Intertwined in the sheets, a bedded BRUCE and VICKI look to 
one another with nothing but affection in their gaze. 

VICKI
This is starting to get dangerous. 

BRUCE
What are you talking about? 

VICKI
I’ve watched enough soap operas to 
know that people are given their 
best day before their last, and so 
today seems awfully terrifying 
after last night. 

Bruce can’t help but laugh at her paranoia. 
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VICKI (CONT’D)
Maybe we should go off the grid and 
spend the entire day in bed. 

BRUCE
But then I’d be worried about what 
comes with tomorrow. 

VICKI
Touche. 

Bruce crawls out of bed, and begins to get dressed. 

VICKI (CONT’D)
No.  Come back to bed. 

BRUCE
I wish I could.  Unfortunately, 
there’s a woman out there that 
needs me more. 

A defeated Vicki sinks back on the bed. 

VICKI
Doubtful. 

BRUCE
You’re cute. 

VICKI
Thank you. 

Bruce scurries into his shirt. 

VICKI (CONT’D)
Is this about the hacker?  

BRUCE
Naomi Singh.  She was made a target 
by Hush and I want to find out why.  

Vicki is interrupted by her phone ringing.  She answers it.

VICKI
Bad timing, Lucius. 

(long pause)
Okay.  Okay, slow down.  I’ll be 
there as soon as I can. 

Bruce adjusts his tie then returns to Vicki. 

BRUCE
Is it always going to be like this 
for us? 

VICKI
Always. 
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EXT. MONARCH THEATRE - DAY

The door spirals open, and STEVE stumbles out with a brunette 
woman on his arm.  They approach a limo parked outside.  

A desperate Chloe races over from sidewalk. 

CHLOE
Steve! Wait up. 

Steve opens the door for his date, and she disappears into 
the limo.  He turns to Chloe with disdain. 

STEVE TREVOR
I’m a little busy, Chloe.  

CHLOE
This is important. 

Steve closes the door, then faces Chloe. 

STEVE TREVOR
I’m on some much needed time off.  
I don’t want to get swept up in the 
weekly dose of “this is important.”

Steve moves around the limo to leave. 

CHLOE
It’s about Lana. 

He stops in his tracks.  Conflict fills him, torn between his 
love for Lana, and his recent heartbreak.  

STEVE TREVOR
Lana and I aren’t together anymore. 

CHLOE
I know.  And I’m sorry, but it’s 
not about that.  

(beat)
She’s dying, Steve.  

Steve opens the door, and whispers to the driver.  Upon 
closing it, the limo drives off and leaves him with Chloe. 

STEVE TREVOR
Is it the suit? 

(off Chloe’s nod)
Look, the last time I got involved 
in saving Lana’s life, she handed 
in her resignation and told me we 
shouldn’t see each other anymore. 
Somehow I doubt she wants me 
involved in this again. 
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CHLOE
I think we can all agree that 
Lana’s recent choices haven’t 
exactly been favorable, but right 
now she’s not in a position to 
decide her fate.  And yes, that 
means deciding it for her.  And if 
you want to secure a future for a 
woman you claimed to have loved, 
then you’re going to shut up about 
how much she hurt you and help me. 

Steve takes the harsh slap to reality.  He processes it, 
slowly feeling the conflict ease up, and then he nods. 

STEVE TREVOR
How can I help? 

OFF the relieved Chloe...

CUT TO BLACK.

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

FADE IN:

INT. SANCTUARY, MULHIMA - DAY (FLASHBACK)

Talia studies the sanctuary, fascinated by the artworks and 
artefacts on display.  She seems to admire the atmosphere, 
despite almost destroying it earlier.  

TALIA AL GHUL
This sanctuary is beautiful. 

Lana surfaces out of the vibrant glow of the sun, and joins 
the assassin in the room. 

LANA
It gives hope to these people.  
Hope you almost took away. 

A scoff, and Talia turns to face Lana. 

TALIA AL GHUL
I sense you view my actions as 
particularly cruel.  But you would 
be mistaken. 

LANA
I stand by my belief that stealing 
children from their homes is wrong.

TALIA AL GHUL
I have sent my assassins elsewhere, 
so you have no need to worry.  But 
I wanted you to know what we do.  
And I guess - more importantly - 
why we do what we do. 

LANA
Evil is never just evil.  

TALIA AL GHUL
Life is all about purpose.  And 
without purpose, there cannot be 
life.  Some spend eternity 
searching for their birthright.  
Some find it in their work.  Their 
marriages.  Their religion.  But 
others - like yourself - require 
something greater.  

LANA
And forcing them into the life of 
an assassin is “something greater?” 
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TALIA AL GHUL
We teach them.  We raise them.  
They become strong.  Wise.  
Capable.  And most importantly, 
they become part of-

LANA
“Something greater.” 

Talia breathes into a laugh.    

TALIA AL GHUL
Exactly. 

LANA
Why do I feel like I’m being 
poached here? 

TALIA AL GHUL
You have an incredible gift.  I 
have travelled to the ends of the 
earth, hoping to find that kind of 
power, and to find it at the hands 
of someone fit to wield it. 

LANA
Someone who has a sea of children 
for you to pluck from? 

TALIA AL GHUL
No.  A woman.  

Suddenly, Talia becomes transparent to Lana.  She warms up to 
the assassin, and offers her a smile. 

TALIA AL GHUL (CONT’D)
Perhaps you would bare an interest 
in joining my crusade... 

A knock at the door grabs their attention.  

The door clicks open, and a woman - covered head to toe - 
pulls down her face scarf and lowers her hood to unearth her 
identity.  It’s MARTHA KENT. 

MARTHA KENT
I understand the importance of 
seniority more than most.  But I 
was hoping to ask Prometheus the 
exact same thing. 

OFF the disbelief washing over Lana... 

CHLOE (PRELAP)
Martha wanted to recruit Lana? 
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INT. ARGUS, HEAD OFFICE - DAY

Steve takes a reluctant seat in his chair, and wheels in 
closer to the desk.  Chloe takes a seat in front of him. 

STEVE TREVOR
We didn’t know it was Lana. 

CHLOE
How is that even possible? 

STEVE TREVOR
There was talk of a saviour.  A 
hero that was travelling the world 
and protecting those that needed it 
most.  ‘Prometheus.’  

(beat)
She had taken refuge in a small 
village in Arabia called Mulhima, 
and Mrs. Kent believed she could 
help keep her protected.  

CHLOE
Protected from what? 

STEVE TREVOR
Mrs. Kent had gotten into some 
trouble at Checkmate.  She was the 
Red Queen, caught between the 
interests of the Black King and 
White Queen of the organisation who 
never saw eye to eye and forced her 
to become the tie-breaking vote.  
But she could only swing so many 
ways before she became a target. 

CHLOE
They were edging her out. 

STEVE TREVOR
Well, Maxwell Lord was edging her 
out.  And soon after we had arrived 
to recruit Lana, he had his men 
attack us.  And we... we got 
separated from Mrs. Kent.  

CHLOE
Where is she now? 

STEVE TREVOR
I can’t disclose that information 
with you.  I’m sorry. 

CHLOE
Steve.  Lana said that Martha knows 
how to extract the suit.  If we 
can’t find her, then Lana dies. 
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STEVE TREVOR
Being in this line of work, we have 
to make the tough decisions.  And 
right now, I have to prioritise 
stopping Maxwell Lord over-

CHLOE
What does he have to do with any of 
this?  This is about Lana! 

STEVE TREVOR
Martha is the key to stopping him.  
She’s our best bet.  And I can’t 
bring her out of the woodwork to 
save one life when keeping her 
hidden can save millions. 

Chloe slams her hands on the desk in dispute, then withdraws 
from Steve.  She tries to calm down, pacing back and forth. 

STEVE TREVOR (CONT’D)
I’m sorry. 

CHLOE
No.  You don’t get to say sorry and 
wash your hands of it.  

STEVE TREVOR
That’s not what I’m doing. 

CHLOE
I’ve been told of the future.  A 
future where someone close to me 
dies, and I can’t reverse it.  If 
Lana dies, I can’t bring her back.  
I can’t fix it.  

STEVE TREVOR
The same can be said for each and 
every person Lord targets in his 
coming war.  

CHLOE
(hurt)

Good doing business with you. 

Chloe turns to leave.  A conflicted Steve jolts from his 
seat, and darts around his desk. 

STEVE TREVOR
Chloe, wait. 

Chloe returns to Steve, stood by the elevator. 

STEVE TREVOR (CONT’D)
I’ll give you a name. 
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CHLOE
I have a name.  Martha Kent.  What  
I need is a location. 

STEVE TREVOR
Martha Kent doesn’t exist anymore.  
She hasn’t for a very long time.  
The person you’re looking for is 
Evelyn Crawford.  

Chloe is stumped - but she doesn’t have time to process it.

CHLOE
Thank you. 

Chloe disappears into the elevator.  She hits a button, and 
the doors begin to close.  A hand intercepts them.  

Steve, stopping the elevator, approaches Chloe. 

STEVE TREVOR
Whatever you do... whatever your 
methods are... make sure there’s no 
trail.  I am not being hyperbolic 
when I say defeating Maxwell Lord 
depends on her survival. 

A nod from Chloe, and the doors close, separating them... 

EXT. GORDON RESIDENCE, FRONT PORCH - DAY

A lonely Bruce waits outside on the porch.  The door clicks 
open, and Gordon surfaces with two bottles of beer.  He 
offers one to Bruce, and they share a drink. 

BRUCE
Uh, oh. 

Gordon pops the lid off his beer, then takes a seat.  

GORDON
Why ‘uh, oh?’ 

BRUCE
The only time I’ve ever seen you 
offer me a drink was when you 
followed it up with bad news. 

GORDON
Can’t it just be a friendly 
gesture? 

(off Bruce’s glare)
My lead on Naomi went cold. 

BRUCE
There it is. 
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Bruce knocks back his drink.  Gordon chuckles to himself. 

GORDON
It’s not all bad, though.  I found 
security footage of her arriving at 
the Queen’s loft.  She’s had prior 
communication with Oliver Queen.  I 
know the two of you go way back, so 
perhaps that’s a lead of your own 
that you can pursue. 

BRUCE
Thanks.  I’ll look into it.

Bruce places his beer onto the rail, and turns to leave. 

GORDON
Uh... Bruce?  Wait. 

Gordon rises, and approaches his partner. 

GORDON (CONT’D)
Truth is I could have told you this 
over the phone, but I wanted to see 
you - face to face - about 
something more personal. 

BRUCE
Is everything okay?  Barbara, she-

GORDON
She’s fine.  

(beat)
I want to throw my hat into the 
race for Mayor.  I think I’d do a 
good job, and could push this city 
in the right direction.  

Gordon studies Bruce’s disbelief. 

GORDON (CONT’D)
And you don’t seem to think it’s a 
good idea... 

BRUCE
No.  I just... always thought you’d 
go back to being the Commissioner. 

GORDON
I want to move forward, Bruce.  I 
want to do more for this city than 
I ever have before.  Besides.  I’ve 
spent all year facing the demons 
from my past.  I can’t step foot 
back in that office.  I need a 
fresh start.  
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BRUCE
Well, I’m happy for you.  I don’t 
know of anyone better to continue 
what Marion started. 

GORDON
I wonder if you’ll be open to 
expressing that view more publicly. 

Suddenly, everything becomes transparent for Bruce.  

BRUCE
Are you looking for an endorsement? 

GORDON
No, I’m asking for one. 

OFF Bruce, pondering the request...

INT. WAYNE ENTERPRISES, WEAPONS DIVISION - DAY

Chloe returns to the room where Lucius and Vicki are 
stationed at the computer.  

CHLOE
Evelyn Crawford. 

Lucius and Vicki direct their attention to Chloe.  Confused. 

LUCIUS
Come again?

CHLOE
I need you to look her up, and find 
me an address.  It’s for Lana. 

LUCIUS
On it. 

Lucius returns to the computer.  A concerned Vicki is 
compelled to narrow in on Chloe, analysing her desperation 
and the underlying fear within. 

VICKI
Don’t take this the wrong way, but 
I’ve never seen you this scared. 

CHLOE
Zatanna told me... after she helped 
bring Helena back to us... she told 
me that someone close to me was 
going to die.  And that no matter 
what resources we had at our 
disposal - what was done could not 
be undone. 
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VICKI
And you think this is about Lana? 

CHLOE
I don’t know what to think.  All I 
know is that I can’t lose any one 
of you.  I need to fight this. 

Vicki reaches out to Chloe, and gently squeezes her arm. 

VICKI
We will. 

LUCIUS
Chloe? 

Chloe ignites with hope, and rushes over to Lucius. 

CHLOE
What is it? 

LUCIUS
It’s Oliver. 

EXT. PARKING LOT - DAY

Oliver stands with a phone to his ear in the middle of an 
underground parking lot.  Darkness envelops him. 

OLIVER
Yeah.  Yeah, I’m here with him now. 

Oliver turns to face DR. EDWARD GROLL (50s, a cowardly 
scientist with a quiet voice and large round glasses).  

OFF the hope building behind Oliver’s eyes...

CUT TO BLACK.

END OF ACT TWO
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ACT THREE

FADE IN:

INT. SCIENCE LABS - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

A terrified Dr. Edward Groll packs his equipment into a large 
duffel bag, then turns to the next desk.  

A harsh breeze blurs into the room. 

Groll withdraws a gun from his bag and aims.  The blur forms 
into Lana, and he lowers his weapon with trembling hands.  

LANA
You’re leaving?  You can’t leave.  
Where are you going? 

DR. EDWARD GROLL
Away. 

LANA
No. 

Lana steps around the desk to confront Groll. 

LANA (CONT’D)
I need you.  The Prometheus suit. 
It’s malfunctioning.  Something’s 
not right.  

DR. EDWARD GROLL
I assure you that you’ve received 
everything you signed on for when 
you asked for this suit.  Now, if 
you’ll excuse me. 

Groll zips up the bag and slings it over his shoulder.  He 
heads for the door, away from a confused Lana.  

LANA
Even the Kryptonite? 

Groll stops by the door.  He sinks into himself with guilt. 

DR. EDWARD GROLL
The suit was always built as a 
weapon.  You knew that. 

LANA
A weapon for the Red Blue Blur? 

Groll returns to Lana. 

LANA (CONT’D)
I need you to remove it.  The suit.  
All of it.  Please.
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DR. EDWARD GROLL (PRELAP)
I can’t. 

EXT. PARKING LOT - DAY 

A confrontation between Oliver and Dr. Edward Groll. 

OLIVER
Can’t or won’t? 

DR. EDWARD GROLL
I told Lana there was an out and 
she didn’t take it. 

OLIVER
What are you talking about? 

Groll dismisses him with a scoff, then proceeds towards his 
car.  He unlocks it and opens.  

THUD! Oliver closes the door, and interjects. 

OLIVER (CONT’D)
Please. 

DR. EDWARD GROLL
She visited me after she absorbed 
the Kryptonite from Luthor’s bomb. 
And she begged me to remove the 
suit.  I told her the same thing 
I’m about to tell you... 

(beat)
The only way extract the suit is to 
kill the host wearing it. 

OLIVER
I don’t believe you. 

DR. EDWARD GROLL
I’m sorry.  But it’s the truth. 

Oliver withdraws from the car while Groll disappears inside. 

OFF Oliver, watching as the car drives out of sight... 

INT. WAYNE ENTERPRISES, WEAPONS DIVISION - DAY

Chloe checks her phone.  A message reads ‘No help from the 
doctor.’  Chloe crumbles with disappointment. 

CHLOE
Damn it. 

Chloe closes in on Lucius, sat in front of the computer. 

CHLOE (CONT’D)
Anything on this Evelyn Crawford? 
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LUCIUS
You’re looking for Martha, right? 

CHLOE
Right.

LUCIUS
And she’s not some tatted twenty-
four year old on the run from the 
government. 

CHLOE
No.

LUCIUS
Then I have nothing. 

An inspired Vicki steps in and joins them. 

VICKI
When you faked your death, did you 
have to change your name? 

CHLOE
No, I didn’t have to.  It depends.  
The first time I had to erase 
everything about me.  The second 
time, I just... 

Revelation washes over Chloe. 

CHLOE (CONT’D)
(realising)

--moved to a city where no one 
would find me. 

Chloe and Vicki share the same excitement in their mutual 
revelation.  Chloe returns to Lucius. 

CHLOE (CONT’D)
This girl.  Do you have a location? 

LUCIUS
Star City.  She works at some cafe.

CHLOE
Send it to me.  

LUCIUS
On it. 

CHLOE
Thank you. 
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LUCIUS
Don’t thank me.  Thank...

(spooky voice)
‘Brother Eye.’ 

Vicki rolls her eyes at Lucius, then follows Chloe towards 
the elevator.  They disappear inside. 

INT. ELEVATOR - DAY

Vicki just makes it into the elevator as the doors close.  A 
surprised Chloe jolts at her friend’s sudden appearance. 

CHLOE
Everything okay? 

VICKI
I’m here for you. 

CHLOE
I know that. 

VICKI
No, you don’t get it. 

DING! The elevator doors open... 

Vicki hits a button and the doors retract.  The elevator 
rests still.  Immobile. 

VICKI (CONT’D)
I’ve watched you.  Ever since I was 
lured into that ivory tower and 
discovered your deep dark secrets, 
I’ve been watching you protect us.  
Look after us.  Keep us safe.  And 
I saw you be that shoulder for us 
to cry on when we needed it.  

(long pause)
When you - and Bruce and Helena - 
when you were all gone, I tried to 
be that person.  I tried to pick up 
where you three left off and - not 
to brag, but - I’ve gotten good at 
it.  So you don’t need to carry the 
weight of the world on your 
shoulders all the time.  I’m here 
to share the workload. 

Chloe takes a breath.  Sharp, but purposeful.  She simply 
inhales, but it’s as though she releases all the grief and 
the guilt built up over these past few weeks.  Tears show the 
cracks in her composure, and she leans into Vicki’s embrace. 

CHLOE
Thank you. 
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Vicki comforts Chloe, holding her together. 

VICKI
Now bring our girl home. 

Chloe withdraws from the hug, and straightens.  She turns to 
face the elevator doors.  They open, and she exits. 

EXT. WAYNE ENTERPRISES - DAY

Chloe scales down the steps from the Wayne Enterprise 
building, and disappears inside her car parked at the gutter.  

The engine ignites, and Chloe drives off. 

A BLACK VEHICLE parked behind her also starts up, then begins 
its journey -- following her... 

INT. ABANDONED GYM - DAY

An illuminating light burns through the open window and 
exposes a contemplative KATE SPENCER, stood outside the large 
boxing ring in the center of the gymnasium.  

HELENA (O.S.)
You scared me. 

Kate turns to find her friend.  Helena approaches. 

HELENA (CONT’D)
The hospital notified me when you 
got out.  I was supposed to come 
pick you up, but you had already 
left.  Figured you’d be here. 

KATE
I needed to do this on my own. 

HELENA
Do what? 

KATE
Say goodbye to this place. 

Kate turns to a bench where her belongings are all buried 
inside a duffel bag.  She zips it up. 

HELENA
You’re leaving? 

KATE
For a while. 

Kate slings the bag over her shoulder and returns to Helena. 
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KATE (CONT’D)
Look, we all have our own way of 
dealing with things.  And while 
there’s no self-help book for what 
to do when you’re stabbed and 
thrown from a third-story drop, 
something tells me staying around 
at the scene of the crime isn’t 
exactly the best idea.  

HELENA
We’re in the middle of a war. 

KATE
I know. 

HELENA
We need you.  I need you. 

Kate fights the puppy dog eyes given by Helena, desperate to 
keep her friend from leaving. 

KATE
And I need time.  Time to heal, and 
to recover.  I thought you of all 
people would understand. 

Kate makes a move to leave, but Helena clings to her. 

HELENA
Please don’t go.    

A still Kate struggles with her decision.  

KATE
I’m sorry. 

Helena releases her hold of Kate, allowing her to leave.  She 
bows her head, hair covering the heartbreak written across 
her face.  And she remains abandoned. 

INT. QUEEN LOFT - DAY

Oliver steps out of the elevator to find Bruce, somehow stood 
in the center of the loft.  

OLIVER
Bruce?  What are you doing here? 

BRUCE
It feels like the world is ending 
with each new day, so I’m going to 
cut to the chase here.  

(beat)
Naomi Singh. Do you know her? 
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OLIVER
Yeah.  She was a hacker I saved 
from Checkmate.  I hired her to 
help me find out about Chloe.  Why? 

Bruce loosens, almost relieved. 

BRUCE
She’s a target.  I think she knows 
more than any of us about what 
Maxwell Lord is up to, and I want 
to get to her before he does. 

OLIVER
Pfft.  What would Maxwell Lord want 
with someone who sits behind a 
computer all day? 

INT. WAYNE ENTERPRISES, WEAPONS DIVISION - DAY

Lucius types away on the computer.  The large screen in front 
of him shows photographs of the BATWING COSTUME with a bio of 
information he continues to type out.  He hits ‘ENTER’ and it 
fades under the emerging logo of ‘BROTHER EYE.’ 

LUCIUS
Boom.  

DING! The elevator doors open in the BG. 

LUCIUS (CONT’D)
I know you told me to hold off on 
the excessive documentation, but I 
am obsessed with this software.  
And hey, maybe I can add you in 
here too... even though Barbara 
took the damn ‘Batgirl’ suit with 
her to Bludhaven. 

Lucius becomes increasingly aware of the silence.  He turns 
around, almost offended at the lack of response. 

LUCIUS (CONT’D)
Vicki? 

Nope.  Instead, Lucius comes face to face with MAXWELL LORD. 

MAXWELL LORD
Sorry to disappoint. 

Lord offers a terrified Lucius his hand...

MARTHA KENT (PRELAP)
Maxwell Lord. 
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INT. SANCTUARY, MULHIMA - DAY (FLASHBACK)

A kitchen bench separates Martha and Lana.  The two share a 
drink of ice-cold water together.  

LANA
Never heard of him. 

MARTHA KENT
He’s the Black King of Checkmate.  
And a very dangerous man.  

LANA
(remembering)

Checkmate.  

MARTHA KENT
Waller and Lord are going to tear 
that organisation from the inside 
out.  They both want each other 
dead.  And as entertaining as it 
would be to throw a sword in 
between them and orchestrate a 
fight to the death, I’m just as 
much a target to them as they are 
to each other. 

LANA
Why do you need me? 

MARTHA KENT
I don’t.  But they do. 

Lana looks to the entrance to see STEVE TREVOR, guarded by 
two other ARGUS AGENTS.  She studies the LOGO on their 
uniforms that reads ‘A.R.G.U.S.’

LANA
ARGUS? 

MARTHA KENT
‘Advanced Research Group Uniting 
Super-Humans.’  They do good work, 
Lana.  They want to protect heroes 
like you and like Clark. 

LANA
I’m not sure if you’ve noticed, but 
I don’t exactly need protection. 

MARTHA KENT
Until you do. 

(beat)
I know more about the Prometheus
suit than you realise.  I’ve done  
extensive research into Lex’s 
background.  To protect my son.  
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And I found files... resources that 
can help you to extract the suit. 

LANA
Why do I feel like I’m being 
blackmailed here? 

MARTHA KENT
It’s not blackmail.  It’s an 
opportunity.  

Martha finishes her water, then approaches Lana.  

MARTHA KENT (CONT’D)
I’ve worked long enough at 
Checkmate to realise that there is 
a war on its way.  This power play 
between Waller and Lord is going to 
result in many casualties, and the 
only way to combat it is by uniting 
heroes under ARGUS. 

LANA
Let me think about it.  

The sound of jets roaring overhead echoes through the room, 
and breaks the casual nature between Lana and Martha. 

MARTHA KENT
I’m afraid there’s no time. 

Talia emerges into the room. 

TALIA AL GHUL
It would appear we’re under attack. 

Lana returns to Martha, urged to respond. 

LANA
You can remove the suit?  

MARTHA KENT
Just say the word. 

INT. CAFE - NIGHT 

The door clicks open and rings a tiny bell that jingles and 
clashes back with the door closing.  

Chloe enters the quiet cafe.  Seats are set out with couples 
sharing coffee, writers typing up their next novels, and 
sombre relaxing music filling the silence around them.  

Behind the counter, an older woman is organising the shelves 
with her stock.  Busy. 

Chloe gradually draws closer and closer towards the counter. 
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CHLOE
Evelyn Crawford? 

The woman immediately freezes.  The familiar voice almost 
cripples her, and she hesitates to turn - but when she does, 
it’s clear that this isn’t Evelyn.  

It’s MARTHA KENT, with short gray hair, and a fragile smile. 

CHLOE (CONT’D)
It’s nice to meet you.  

OFF the tension that sits between the two...

CUT TO BLACK.

END OF ACT THREE
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ACT FOUR

FADE IN:

INT. SANCTUARY, MULHIMA - DAY (FLASHBACK)

Bullets rip through windows.  Chaos. 

An ARGUS AGENT collapses to the ground with holes all through 
his chest.  He lands in front of a shocked Lana - bullets 
ricocheting off her chest.  

LANA
The children. 

Lana disappears in a blur. 

Left behind her, Martha looks on in disbelief.  A hand 
latches onto her shoulder and drags her behind the bench for 
protection - just as the two glasses SHATTER ABOVE HER. 

Steve offers Martha a gun.  She cocks it, then rises above 
the bench and fires back- BANG! BANG! BANG! 

THWACK! The last ARGUS AGENT by the door is struck down. 

Six CHECKMATE AGENTS flood the room, guns in hand.  The place 
looks abandoned from their POV. Quiet.  

Behind the bench, Martha pulls Steve down and out of sight.  

MARTHA KENT
You need to get out of here. 

STEVE TREVOR
I’m not leaving without you. 

MARTHA KENT
They’re after me.  Not you.  

(beat)
And you came here for Lana.  She’s 
the one you need to be leaving 
with.  Not me.  

Martha returns the gun to Steve, and he takes it.  He looks 
at it - a symbol of Martha’s sacrifice - and he accepts it.  

STEVE TREVOR
I’ll need a distraction. 

TALIA AL GHUL (O.S.)
Foolish men.  You dare challenge 
the daughter of Ra’s Al Ghul. 

Talia emerges from the back room, katana in hand.  The six 
agents face Talia, confused at the woman who brings a sword 
to a gun fight.  Then they aim. 
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BANG! BANG! BANG! Steve emerges from behind the bench, and 
takes down two of the agents, clearing the path to the exit. 

Talia charges into battle.  Each swift and carefully 
calculated movement strikes another agent down.  Blood sprays 
behind her and three bodies drop - a pathway to the fourth 
agent standing.  His gun locks against the blade- BANG! 

A cut slowly bleeds through against Talia’s cheek, and she 
smiles back at the agent.  He trembles with fear. 

CHECKMATE AGENT
Who are you? 

Talia pivots the blade - SLICES OFF the agent’s hand, which 
drops with the gun still locked in its fingertips.  The agent 
screams.  Talia silences him, running the sword through him. 

TALIA AL GHUL
I am Talia Al Ghul.  

Talia rips the blade from the agent, and watches him fall 
back to his death.  She only grows more satisfied.  

EXT. SANCTUARY, MULHIMA - DAY (FLASHBACK)

Steve lowers a set of binoculars from his eyes, then gasps. 

STEVE TREVOR
There’s more on the way. 

A blur materializes in front of Steve.  Lana appears. 

LANA
Where’s Martha?  

STEVE TREVOR
We’ve got to go.  

Lana brushes past Steve to the entrance of the sanctuary.  
She locks eyes with a stoic Talia inside.  Talia nods.  

TALIA AL GHUL
Farewell, warrior. 

Lana watches Talia flee out the back of the sanctuary.  A 
hand latches onto her - Steve pulls Lana away...

STEVE TREVOR
We’ll come back for her.  She’ll be 
fine.  But we got to go. 

A hesitant Lana decides to run with Steve.  

Overhead a roaring jet drops a missile that collides with the 
sanctuary, and it EXPLODES.  A SHOCKWAVE OF FLAMES. 
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INT. CAFE - NIGHT

Martha looks up from her cup of coffee to face Chloe, sat on 
the opposite side of the table with her own drink.  Reunited. 

MARTHA KENT
There was a woman there.  She 
helped me escape without being 
seen.  And I’ve made this place my 
home ever since. 

CHLOE
But ‘Evelyn Crawford?’ 

Martha offers a slight chuckle, then takes a sip. 

MARTHA KENT
It was a young girl I met.  She was 
on the run and she needed an out, 
so I adopted her identity in 
exchange for both our freedoms.  

(beat)
People looking for her are always 
quite shocked to see an old woman 
like myself. 

CHLOE
(with a laugh)

That’s genius. 

The room grows silent.  Chloe remembers why she’s here. 

CHLOE (CONT’D)
Do you know why I’m here? 

MARTHA KENT
It’s hurt me to this day that I 
couldn’t deliver on my promise to 
Lana.  She was like a daughter to 
me.  You all were.  You.  Lana.  
Lois.  But sometimes we have to be 
selfish.  Sometimes we have to make 
choices that stops helping others 
and starts helping ourselves. 

CHLOE
But that was then.  And this is 
now.  And right now Lana is dying 
and she needs you.  

MARTHA KENT
What happened to the suit? 

CHLOE
There was a bomb.  A kryptonite 
explosion.  The suit is liquefying. 
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MARTHA KENT
That’s the first stage of 
extraction. 

CHLOE
What are you talking about? 

MARTHA KENT
An overdose of Kryptonite weakens 
the suit.  It weakens the host, 
stealing away the illusion of 
immortality.  When the host dies... 
that’s when - and only when - you 
can extract the suit. 

CHLOE
No. 

MARTHA KENT
It’s only temporary. 

CHLOE
No.  I was told that someone close 
to me was going to die, and that 
when they did, I couldn’t bring 
them back.  I can’t risk it. 

MARTHA KENT
The alternative is to let her die. 

OFF Chloe, struggling with the cards she’s been dealt...

INT. WAYNE ENTERPRISES, WEAPONS DIVISION - NIGHT

An intimidating Maxwell Lord confronts Lucius. 

LUCIUS
Who are you? 

MAXWELL LORD
You know who I am.  But it’s me who 
has a greater interest in knowing 
all of you. 

Lucius looks over his shoulder to see the ‘BROTHER EYE’ logo 
on the screen.  A deep realisation before fear sets in. 

MAXWELL LORD (CONT’D)
Speaking of greater interests, it 
would be in yours to follow my 
every instruction. 

LUCIUS
And if I don’t? 
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MAXWELL LORD
Then I’d remind you of the very 
handsome husband you’ve left at 
home whose fate depends on your 
actions right now. 

LUCIUS
He can take care of himself. 

MAXWELL LORD
Right.  But the thing is that I’m 
not really a man of honour. 

LUCIUS
Clearly.

MAXWELL LORD
I don’t need an enemy to start 
swinging punches for me to decide 
to hit back.  Your husband won’t 
have the opportunity to “take care 
of himself.” 

A conflicted Lucius caves.  He returns to the computer, 
pulling up a chair and waiting for his orders. 

LUCIUS
Just get it over with. 

Lord places a hard-drive onto the desk. 

Far in the BG, a door clicks open.  A distressed Vicki 
enters. She’s flustered, and oblivious to the situation. 

VICKI
(under her breath)

When did the damn elevator stop- 

Vicki catches a glimpse of Maxwell Lord, then darts behind 
the series of cabinets in front of her.  She panics. 

VICKI (CONT’D)
Oh god, oh god, oh god... 

INT. CAFE - NIGHT

Chloe holds a phone to her ear.  Martha sits and waits 
patiently in the BG.  

CHLOE
Steve?  Martha says there’s a way 
to save Lana but it’s not without 
its risks.  And I know this sounds 
bad, but... she has to die for us 
to be able to extract the suit.  

Martha notices something through the shop-front window. 
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MARTHA KENT
Chloe? 

Chloe is occupied with the phone call. 

CHLOE
No.  Martha says she’ll help, but 
she needs you to offer her full 
protection.  

MARTHA KENT
Did you bring someone with you? 

CHLOE
Transfer Lana back to ARGUS.  We’ll 
be on our way soon. 

Chloe disconnects from the call.  She turns into Martha’s 
line of vision to find a woman -- NAOMI SINGH, lowering a 
camera-phone from the shop-front window.  Busted.  She runs. 

MARTHA KENT
She took a photo.  Chloe, I can’t 
be compromised. 

CHLOE
I know. 

Chloe rushes out the doors and pushes out into the street.

EXT. STAR CITY, STREETS - NIGHT

Chloe follows after Naomi.  

The two swerve through pedestrians on the sidewalk, then 
proceed against the fast-paced traffic.  They successfully 
cross the road, and reach the turn into an alleyway. 

A car reverses out, and blocks Naomi’s path.  She bumps back 
and drops her phone.  She turns to pick it up- 

A BOOT SLAMS against the phone -- it SHATTERS. 

NAOMI
Do you have any idea what you’ve 
just done? 

Chloe latches onto Naomi, and pins her against the wall. 

CHLOE
I’m saving a life. 

NAOMI
And simultaneously ending mine. 

Chloe backs off.  Naomi straightens her jacket. 
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CHLOE
What are you doing here? 

NAOMI
Trying to buy some immunity. 

CHLOE
From who? 

NAOMI
Who do you think? 

INT. WAYNE ENTERPRISES, WEAPONS DIVISION - NIGHT

Lord obtains the hard-drive from Lucius. 

MAXWELL LORD
And here I thought you were going 
to make this process more difficult 
than it needed to be. 

Lord turns his back to leave.  

Lucius spots movement in the BG, then recognises the woman 
scrambling through a cabinet.  It’s Vicki.  He jolts up. 

LUCIUS
Wait. 

Lord returns to Lucius. 

LUCIUS (CONT’D)
I gave you what you wanted.  I want 
something in return.  

MAXWELL LORD
You get to live.  Until the next 
time our paths cross. 

LUCIUS
Not good enough. 

Vicki cautiously moves out from behind the cabinets.  She 
carries a MAGNETIC PULSE GUN in her hand. 

LUCIUS (CONT’D)
I want you to stay the hell away 
from my husband.  He has nothing to 
do with any of this. 

MAXWELL LORD
You’re not in a position to demand 
anything from me.  

LUCIUS
You can know all our names.  You 
can know where we live.  
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You can have all the knowledge and 
power in the world, but there is 
one thing in this world that I know
you will never seem to grasp. 

MAXWELL LORD
Enlighten me. 

LUCIUS
You can’t win. 

The MAGNETIC PULSE GUN clicks, then charges up.   

Lord jolts around from the sound, and immediately clamps onto 
the weapon aimed at him.  Vicki struggles to regain control 
when Lord SLAPS THE GUN INTO A REDIRECT FIRE. 

A BLAST vibes towards the computer system and it ERUPTS. 

A violent shockwave of energy slams against an unsuspecting 
Lucius.  He topples over.  

Another explosion erupts from the computer system.  Delayed. 

Lord rips the pulse gun from Vicki’s hands, leaving her 
defenceless.  She jolts back around to confront him- SHKLT! 

A blade buries deep inside Vicki’s abdomen. 

VICKI
No. 

MAXWELL LORD
Shh.  Shh.  I’ve been waiting all 
year for this moment.  

Lord rips the blade out.  Vicki’s knees give, and she falls 
forward.  Lord catches, and whispers close in her ear. 

MAXWELL LORD (CONT’D)
You’ve been the most worthy 
opponent.  I’m truly sad to see it 
end this way. 

VICKI
Go to hell. 

Lord steps aside, dropping Vicki to the ground.  She hunches 
over, gripping her wound with enough pressure to give herself 
hope that she can survive. 

Lucius peels himself up off the ground to see Vicki. 

LUCIUS
(exploding)

Vicki! 
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Lucius charges for Lord, and SLAMS HIM INTO THE WALL. 

The bloodied blade drops from Lord’s hands.  He struggles to 
catch it mid-air when- 

CRACK! Lucius lands a punch, then swings for another. 

Lord catches Lucius’ fist, then clamps onto his forehead with 
his free hand.  A BLUE LIGHT consumes his mind. 

MAXWELL LORD
Stop fighting me, and watch your 
friend.  Watch her.  Don’t let her 
call for help.  Don’t let her run 
away.  Watch as the life slowly 
drains out of her.  And kill anyone 
who enters this room. 

Lord finds a HANDGUN on the counter beside him.  He swipes 
it, and plants it firmly into Lucius’ hands.  

Lucius turns to face a withering Vicki. 

VICKI
(struggling)

No... Lucius. 

Vicki tips onto her back, growing more and more pale with 
each breath.  She watches Lord escape, unscathed. 

MAXWELL LORD
Pleasure doing business with you. 

OFF the elevator doors closing behind Maxwell Lord...

CUT TO BLACK.

END OF ACT FOUR
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ACT FIVE

FADE IN:

INT. ARGUS, HEAD OFFICE - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

Lana follows Steve into his office.  She examines her 
surroundings - it’s a whole new world for her.  

LANA
You can take the girl out of 
Odyssey but not the Odyssey out of 
the girl. 

STEVE TREVOR
What’s that? 

LANA
The village.  ‘Mulhima.’ It 
translates to Odyssey.  

STEVE TREVOR
Right.  

A clear disconnect between the two.  An awkward sense of 
‘worlds colliding.’  Steve takes a seat behind his desk, and 
Lana approaches with a little more caution than before. 

LANA
I understand I’m here to stop some 
war between the two headed snakes 
of Checkmate, but I’m not doing 
anything until we know Martha made 
it out of there alive.  

STEVE TREVOR
Is that due to loyalty or what she 
promised you? 

LANA
Both. 

STEVE TREVOR
I appreciate your honesty. 

Steve opens a drawer and takes out a file.  He opens it, and 
pulls a STAPLED SHEET he hands to Lana. 

STEVE TREVOR (CONT’D)
Here’s your first mission. 

(beat)
We need you to infiltrate 
Checkmate.  Make them understand 
you’re a valuable asset.  Tell them 
about your history with Superman, 
your ties to Chloe Sullivan.  
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Any and all of it that allows them 
to recruit you.  Once you’re in, 
you’ll be granted access to all 
kinds of information.  That’s when 
you’ll be able to check up on 
Martha’s whereabouts. 

LANA
I thought I was signing up for your
organisation, not theirs. 

STEVE TREVOR
You’re doing both. 

Steve offers Lana another piece of paper from the folder. 

STEVE TREVOR (CONT’D)
This is our man already on the 
inside.  He goes by the name ‘Q.’ 

LANA
Short and to the point. 

(beat)
I take it you’ll be my handler. 

STEVE TREVOR
No.  You need someone you can 
trust, and while I hope we’ll have 
that kind of relationship in the 
future, I understand it has to be 
earned.  So in the meantime... 
here’s your guy. 

Steve gives Lana the rest of the folder.  She examines it 
closely.  A smile stitches across her face. 

In the folder rests an image of PETE ROSS. 

STEVE TREVOR (CONT’D)
Welcome to ARGUS. 

INT. ARGUS, LABS - NIGHT

A gasp.  Lana wakes up to find Steve at her side.  

LANA
We have to stop meeting like this. 

STEVE TREVOR
You’re telling me. 

Lana surveys her hands, covered in green-tinted veins. 

LANA
I’m going to die, aren’t I? 
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STEVE TREVOR
Yes. 

Lana feels a wash of dread, then relief.  

LANA
Thank you... for not lying to me. 

Steve holds Lana’s hand, then kisses it.   

STEVE TREVOR
I love you. 

LANA
I know. 

They share a laugh.  A moment of levity.  

STEVE TREVOR
Don’t ruin Star Wars for me.

LANA
(struggling)

I so wanted to be your princess, 
Steve Trevor.  But I hope... one 
day... you find her. 

STEVE TREVOR
I already have. 

Steve leans over and places a kiss on Lana’s head.  When he 
steps back, he notices a still Lana.  Her eyes peel back, and 
offer an empty glare towards the ceiling.  Unresponsive.  

STEVE TREVOR (CONT’D)
Lana? 

BEEP.  BEEP.  BEEEEP.

Men and women in lab coats burst into the room.  Hands wrap 
around a terrified Steve and drag him away.  

OFF Lana, still and flat-lining... 

EXT. STAR CITY - NIGHT

A sign on the side of a long-winding road reads ‘You’re Now 
Leaving Star City. We Hope You Enjoyed Your Stay.’ A vehicle 
zips past, exiting the city.  

INT. CAR - NIGHT

Chloe sits behind the wheel of the car.  A disgruntled Naomi 
sits in the passenger seat with Martha occupying a seat in 
the back.  Suddenly, Chloe’s phone rings.  
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MARTHA KENT
Everything alright? 

CHLOE
It’s Steve.  I have to take this. 

EXT. ROAD - NIGHT

The car drifts to the side of the road and pulls up.  

INT. CAR - NIGHT

Chloe answers the phone. 

CHLOE
Steve?  Slow down.  What happened? 

Steve’s voice - fueled with emotion - emits from the phone.

STEVE TREVOR
It’s Lana.  We’re losing her. 

CHLOE
I’m too far away. 

STEVE TREVOR
No.  No, we can’t let her die. 

MARTHA KENT
Give me the phone. 

Chloe looks to Martha, almost frozen in disbelief. 

MARTHA KENT (CONT’D)
Give me the phone, Chloe. 

CHLOE
Right. 

Chloe snaps out of her immobility and offers Martha the 
phone.  She springs into action instantly. 

MARTHA KENT
Okay, Steve.  Listen to me.  Lana 
needs a blood transfusion.  The 
suit has liquefied and her body is 
fighting it but her body is weak. 

STEVE TREVOR
She’s not weak, Martha.  She’s 
dead.  Oh my god.  She- 

MARTHA KENT
She’s not dead.  But she will be if 
you don’t do this.  So do it. 
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INT. FLOWER SHOP (SMALLVILLE) - DAY (FLASHBACK)

A youthful and vibrant Martha crouches down in front of a 
YOUNG LANA (3, dressed in a FAIRY PRINCESS COSTUME). 

LANA
Do you want to make a wish? 

MARTHA KENT
I would love to make a wish. 

LANA
Abracadabra. 

OFF Lana, waving the wand onto Martha’s forehead... 

EXT. SMALLVILLE, STREETS - DAY (FLASHBACK)

A FLAMING METEOR crashes into parked car.  Two people, a 
MOTHER and a FATHER go up in flames, disappearing within the 
roaring explosion that ignites.  Across the road, a YOUNG 
LANA cries in the arms of her AUNT NELL.

INT. ARGUS, LABS - NIGHT

Doctors rush around a motionless Lana.  They unravel her arm 
out onto a bench, and insert a tube into her vein.  

Steve stands in the back, observing with a phone to his ear.  

STEVE TREVOR
This shouldn’t make sense.  This 
doesn’t make sense. 

ON THE TUBE - thick GREEN LIQUID trickles out of Lana’s veins 
and fills the tube.  

THE MONITOR shows a heartbeat.  BEEP-BEEP.  BEEP-BEEP--

INT. GRAVE SITE - DAY

NELL POTTER crouches in front of a grave.  Tears well in her 
eyes and she clenches onto the headstone, craving the 
connection she had lost.  

NELL
I was supposed to protect you. 

Nell’s fingers brush over the letters... ‘LAURA LANG.’ 

A hand grasps onto Nell’s shoulder, and gently squeezes down 
for comfort.  She holds their hand, craving that bond. 

Nell rises and turns to face her niece.  Lana. 

LANA
I miss her too. 
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INT. ARGUS, LABS - NIGHT

Lana gasps - a BREATH OF LIFE - and looks around the room at 
all the doctors around her.  She finds Steve, stepping into 
view with bewilderment in his eyes.  

ON THE TUBE - the GREEN LIQUID withdrawing from Lana is 
suddenly replaced with RED.  BLOOD. 

DOCTOR
We did it. 

BLOOD SPITS from Lana’s mouth and she CONVULSES.  Hands clamp 
Lana down, and try to sustain her. 

STEVE TREVOR
What’s happening? 

DOCTOR
She’s going into shock. 

Steve stumbles back, reeling from the sight of Lana. 

DOCTOR (CONT’D)
Stabilise her so we can prepare for 
the transfusion. 

STEVE TREVOR
Is she going to be okay? 

The Doctor steps back, and edges Steve to back off. 

DOCTOR
Will all due respect, you need to 
let us do our job.  

OFF Steve, relinquishing care to the doctors...

INT. WAYNE ENTERPRISES, MAIN LOBBY - NIGHT

Sliding doors open to let Bruce and Oliver into the building. 

BRUCE
How much of a threat is this Naomi? 

OLIVER
She’s one of us, man.  Whatever has 
her playing Team Evil has 
everything to do with Maxwell Lord. 
I’m sure when Chloe brings her 
here, she’ll explain herself. 

Bruce and Oliver arrive by the elevator. 

A ringtone beeps from Bruce’s pocket.  He checks his phone, 
then offers Oliver a look of conflict. 
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OLIVER (CONT’D)
What’s wrong? 

BRUCE
It’s Gordon.  He’s in my office.  
I’ve got to take care of this. 

OLIVER
It’s fine.  I’ll wait out here. 

BRUCE
I’ll be down as soon as I can. 

Bruce hits ‘up’ on the elevator, and disappears through the 
doors.  An awkward Oliver turns to face the rest of the 
lobby, sticking out like a sore thumb... 

INT. WAYNE ENTERPRISES, HEAD OFFICE - NIGHT

Bruce pushes through his doors to find Gordon sat in front of 
the desk, waiting for him.  He rises to greet Bruce. 

BRUCE
I take it you’re here about the 
endorsement? 

GORDON
I don’t mean to rush you but 
Marion’s death triggered a special 
election, and I don’t have much 
time left to throw my name in the 
race.  I need to know I have the 
kind of support that makes running 
worthwhile.  

BRUCE
I can’t. 

GORDON
I was worried you’d say that.  

BRUCE
It’s not what you think... 

(long pause)
After everything that happened last 
year, I realised that this city 
doesn’t need Bruce Wayne as much as 
it needs The Batman.  And so I 
worked at tarnishing my name - my 
image - in the public eye so Batman 
could be their hero.  Not Bruce 
Wayne.   Gotham City hates me 
almost as much as you used to. 

GORDON
(with a laugh)

Smart-ass. 
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BRUCE
My point is that my endorsement 
would ruin your campaign, not jump-
start it. 

GORDON
And here I thought it was because I 
nearly killed you. 

BRUCE
Well, that too. 

The two share a laugh. 

BRUCE (CONT’D)
Something I can offer you is a 
meeting with the Deputy Mayor.  The 
city is looking to him to throw his
name into the race, but I know he 
wouldn’t want to take over where 
Marion left off.  His support could 
be the jump-start you need. 

GORDON
That would be perfect.  Thank you. 

BRUCE
No problem.  

Bruce follows Gordon to the door.  Gordon stops, conflicted. 

GORDON
Just one more thing. 

(beat)
If you put all that work into 
erasing the man you are under the 
mask, then who’s left to remind you 
of the real Bruce Wayne? 

Bruce simply smiles, knowing the woman responsible for 
keeping him grounded...  

INT. WAYNE ENTERPRISES, WEAPONS DIVISION - NIGHT

A bloodied Vicki lays sprawled against the floor.  Her skin 
has turned a pale white, and her hands begin to tremble 
against her stab-wound.  Cold and withering away.  She cries. 

VICKI
Lucius?  I know you.  I know what’s 
going to happen... if this... if 
this is how it ends.  

Lucius stands behind Vicki with a gun aimed for the elevator 
doors.  Prepared.  A single tear falls from his eye, while 
his body takes on the orders of another mind. 
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VICKI (CONT’D)
You’re going to retreat from all of 
this.  You’re going to blame 
yourself.  For me.  For whoever 
walks through those doors.  But I 
don’t want you to blame yourself. 

DING! The elevator shifts, reaching its destination. 

VICKI (CONT’D)
Please.  

The elevator doors begin to open.  Lucius steadies his aim, 
then pulls down on the trigger. OFF THE BANG-- 

INT. ARGUS, LABS - NIGHT

Lana jolts from the DEFIBRILLATOR PADDLES pressed against her 
chest.  The doctor withdraws, examining her vitals. 

NURSE
She’s crashing. 

DOCTOR
We’re not going to lose her. 

(beat)
Clear! 

The paddles ignite another jolt from Lana.   

NURSE
We should call it. 

The doctor looks at his patient, unwilling to give up. 

DOCTOR
One more. 

He charges up the paddles. 

DOCTOR (CONT’D)
Clear. 

OFF the paddles making contact with Lana...

CUT TO BLACK.

END OF ACT FIVE
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EPILOGUE

FADE IN:

INT. TRAIN STATION - NIGHT

KATE arrives at the station.  She proceeds towards an array 
of seats.  All seem occupied by what can only be described as 
the “rejects of Gotham” except for one EMPTY SEAT left. 

Kate straightens her shoulder-bag of luggage, and approaches 
the empty seat.  She unravels from her belongings and sits, 
then bumps arms with A WOMAN (30s, wearing a large hat tilted 
ever so slightly to conceal her face) beside her. 

KATE
Sorry.  I’m all over the place. 

(realising)
Wait.  Do I know you? 

The WOMAN AT THE STATION grows nervous, and shakes her head. 

WOMAN AT THE STATION
No.  No, I don’t think so. 

KATE
You leaving Gotham like the rest of 
us or just enjoying the view? 

WOMAN AT THE STATION
What? 

KATE
I don’t... I don’t see a ticket. 

The woman envelops in on herself, feeling exposed. 

KATE (CONT’D)
Sorry.  I don’t mean to be that 
crazy person in public that 
everyone tries to avoid. 

WOMAN AT THE STATION
I used to live here.  But I left, 
and I came back.  I came back to 
see someone.  But when I got here, 
I couldn’t seem to leave the 
station, so I sat here and I 
haven’t moved since. 

KATE
Do you need me to call someone? 

WOMAN AT THE STATION
No.  No, I’m not... I’m just 
nervous.  More nervous than I’ve 
ever been in my entire life.  
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KATE
Why did you leave? 

WOMAN AT THE STATION
It’s Gotham.  The better question 
is ‘why would you stay?’ 

Kate dissolves into a moment of much needed laughter. 

WOMAN AT THE STATION (CONT’D)
So what about you?  

KATE
What about me? 

WOMAN AT THE STATION
Why are you leaving Gotham? 

KATE
Too much has happened.  I need 
somewhere I can start over. 

The train arrives, pulling up at the station. 

WOMAN AT THE STATION
(reading Kate’s ticket)

Platinum Flats.  Sounds expensive. 

KATE
I have friends splitting the cost. 

WOMAN AT THE STATION
I hope it’s nothing like this city. 

KATE
Thanks.  I’m Kate. 

Kate offers her hand.  A beat, before the woman takes it and 
they shake.  She looks up, the hat lifting from over her face 
to reveal SELINA KYLE. 

SELINA
Selina. 

KATE
Good luck in Gotham, Selina. 

SELINA
Thanks.  I’ll need it. 

OFF the smile stitching across Selina’s face...

CUT TO BLACK.

END OF EPISODE
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